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Objective: Heightened generalization of fear from an aver-

sively reinforced conditioned stimulus (CS+, a conditioned

danger cue) to resembling stimuli is widely accepted as a

pathogenic marker of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

Indeed, a distress response to benign stimuli that “resemble”

aspects of the trauma is a central feature of the disorder. To

date, the link betweenovergeneralizationof conditioned fear

and PTSD derives largely from clinical observations, with

limited empiricalworkon the subject. This represents the first

effort to examine behavioral and brain indices of generalized

conditioned fear in PTSD using systematic methods de-

veloped in animals known as generalization gradients: the

gradual decline in conditioned responding as the presented

stimulus gradually differentiates from CS+.

Method: Gradients of conditioned fear generalization were

assessed using functional MRI and behavioral measures in

U.S. combat veterans who served in Iraq or Afghanistan and

had PTSD (N=26), subthreshold PTSD (N=19), or no PTSD

(referred to as trauma control subjects) (N=17). Presented

stimuli included rings of graded size, with extreme sizes

serving as CS+ (paired with shock) and as a nonreinforced

conditioned stimulus (CS–, a conditioned safety cue), and

with intermediate sizes forming a continuum of similarity

between CS+ and CS–. Generalization gradients were

assessed as response slopes fromCS+, through intermediate

ring sizes, toCS–, with less steep slopes indicative of stronger

generalization.

Results: Relative to trauma control subjects, PTSD patients

showed stronger conditioned generalization, as evidenced

by less steep generalization gradients in both behavioral risk

ratings and brain responses in the left and right anterior in-

sula, left ventral hippocampus, dorsolateral and dorsomedial

prefrontal cortex, and caudate nucleus. Severity of PTSD

symptoms across the three study groups was positively

correlated with levels of generalization at two such loci: the

right anterior insula and left ventral hippocampus.

Conclusions: The results point to evidence of brain-based

markers of overgeneralized fear conditioning related to

PTSD. These findings provide further understanding of a

central yet understudied symptom of trauma-related

psychopathology.
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Generalization of conditioned fear is a basic, cross-species,

associative-learning process whereby fear acquired to a con-

ditioned stimulus (CS+), pairedwith an aversive unconditioned

stimulus, transfers to safe stimuli resembling the CS+ (1).

Heightened levels of generalized conditioned fear have been

adoptedasacorefeatureof trauma-relatedpsychopathology(2),

and DSM-5 criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)

includeheighteneddistress tosituations“resembling”aspectsof

the trauma. The pathogenic contribution of conditioned gen-

eralization to PTSD follows from the undue proliferation of

trauma cues in an individual’s posttrauma environment that

then increases and/or sustains PTSD symptoms.

Despite clinical consensus linking PTSD to generalized

conditioned fear, toourknowledgenolaboratory-basedstudies

have tested this link using systematic generalization methods

developed in animals. Suchmethods assess conditioned fear to

bothCS+andgeneralizationstimuli (GS)parametricallyvarying

in similarity to CS+, and document generalization gradients, or

slopes, with the highest levels of responding to CS+ and with

gradually declining levels of fear toGS of decreasing perceptual

similarity to CS+ (3). Through this method, the strength of gen-

eralization is indexedby the steepness of gradients,with less

steep downward gradients indicating greater generalization.

In both intact animal and healthy human subjects, gen-

eralization gradients are characterized by steep downward

slopes reflecting precipitous quadratic declines in condi-

tioned responding from CS+ to the closest one to three ap-

proximations of the conditioned danger cue, followed by a
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leveling off of responses to remaining GS (3–5). One central

aim of the present study was to assess the degree to which

neural and behavioral generalization gradients in individuals

with PTSD or subthreshold PTSD deviate from this pattern,

with less quadratic and more gradual linear generalization

gradients, reflective of overgeneralization, predicted in those

with PTSD compared with those without PTSD. Candidate

neural loci of such gradients derive from past animal and

human studies of generalized conditioned fear.

In lower mammals, lesions of either the hippocampus (6, 7)

or the cortical inputs to the hippocampus (the postrhinal or

perirhinalcortex)(8) increasegeneralizationof fear fromCS+to

resembling conditioned safety cues (CS–). Findings from these

studies suggest that thehippocampus isnecessary for successful

discrimination of CS+ from CS–, potentially attributable to

hippocampally mediated pattern separation found in rodents

(9) and humans (10) through which brain representations of

resembling, yet distinct, sensory experiences are discriminated.

Consistently, our previous functional MRI (fMRI) results

demonstrate robust gradients of generalization in the human

hippocampus. Specifically, activations in the left and right

ventralhippocampuswerestrongest toGSmostdistinguishable

from CS+ (stimuli for which pattern separation is most ap-

propriate), with levels decreasing bilaterally as the presented

stimulus became more similar to CS+ (11). These results are

consistent with the proposed role of hippocampally mediated

pattern separation in human conditioned fear generalization.

Additional candidate brain substrates of human general-

ization derive from the long-observed finding that GS elicit

the same response evoked by CS+, with gradual declines as

the GS differentiate from CS+ (12). Thus, fear-related brain

activations to CS+ found repeatedly in the amygdala (13),

anterior insula (13, 14), dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (13–15),

dorsal anterior cingulate (14), inferiorparietal lobule (14), and

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (16) are predicted to decrease

as the presented GS diverge from CS+. Conversely, safety-

related activations to CS– repeatedly found by human neu-

roimaging studies in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex

(17), hippocampus (17), and precuneus (17) are predicted to

gradually increase as the GS become less similar to CS+.

Results from recent fMRI studies of fear generalization are

largely consistent with these predictions and find gradually

decreasing activations in the anterior insula (11, 16, 18–20),

dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (11, 18, 19), inferior parietal

lobule (11), anddorsolateral prefrontal cortex (11) (downward

gradients) and gradually increasing activations in the ven-

tromedial prefrontal cortex (11, 18–20), hippocampus (11, 20),

and precuneus (11) (upward gradients) as the presented GS

differentiate fromCS+.Furthermore, several suchactivations

have been linked to the hippocampus, as functional con-

nectivity studies reveal stronger connectivity between the

ventral hippocampus and brain areas associated with fear

excitation (amygdala, anterior insula) to stimuli with more,

as opposed to less, resemblance to CS+, as well as stronger

connectivity between the ventral hippocampus and brain

areas associated with fear inhibition (ventromedial prefrontal

cortex, precuneus) to stimuli with less, as opposed to more,

resemblance to CS+ (11). These connectivity findings are

consistent with the proposal that exposure to GS elicits hip-

pocampal activation of neural substrates of either fear exci-

tation or fear inhibition, depending on the degree of

similarity between the GS and CS+ (11).

The central goal of the present work was to elucidate

PTSD-related perturbations in the aforementioned neural

and behavioral substrates of generalization. To this end, a

previously validated fMRI generalization paradigm (11) was

applied in trauma survivors to test predictions that PTSD is

associated with 1) less steep downward gradients of behav-

ioral generalization indicative of overgeneralization; 2) less

steep downward and upward neural gradients of general-

ization instantiated in brain areas associated with fear ex-

citation and fear inhibition, respectively; and 3) heightened

functional connectivity between the ventral hippocampus

and fear excitation areas of the brain (anterior insula, dor-

somedial prefrontal cortex, and amygdala) and with reduced

functional connectivity between the ventral hippocampus

and fear-inhibitory areas of the brain (ventromedial pre-

frontal cortex)while processing safe stimuli resembling CS+.

METHOD

Participants were 71 male U.S. combat veterans of the wars in

Iraq and Afghanistan categorized into three groups: those with

PTSD(N=26), thosewith subthresholdPTSD(N=23), and those

without PTSD, referred to as trauma control subjects (N=22).

ThePTSDgroup comprised veteransmeeting criteria forPTSD

as assessed by the Clinician-Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS)

(21). Participants with subthreshold PTSD and trauma control

subjects did not meet criteria for PTSD and were defined by

CAPS scores from 20 to 39 and from 0 to 19, respectively, as

recommended (22). Participants who did not meet study con-

ditions (fourwith PTSD, twowith subthreshold PTSD, and one

trauma control subject) were excluded from the analyses be-

cause they hadno fear responses available for generalization. In

addition, two PTSD and one trauma control subject were re-

movedbecause of excessiveheadmotionduring scanning. Final

analyses were conducted on 20 PTSD, 21 subthreshold PTSD,

and 20 trauma control subjects. Applied exclusion criteria

are listed in the data supplement that accompanies the online

edition of this article. (The data supplement also includes

samplecharacteristics,showninTablesS1andS2;generalization

paradigm parameters; andMRI image acquisition, methods for

individual-andgroup-levelanalysesof fMRIdata,andanalysisof

behavioral data.) All participants provided written informed

consent after receiving a complete description of the study.

RESULTS

Behavioral Findings

Figure 1 displays generalization gradients across groups. A

335 (group-by-stimulus type) interaction emerged (F=2.81,

df=8, 112, p=0.007), indicating that patterns of generalization,
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as indexed by online risk ratings, differed across groups. Fur-

thermore, group-by-stimulus type interactions, with levels of

group reflecting each possible pair of groups, revealed a PTSD/

trauma control subject-by-stimulus type interaction (F=4.97,

df=4, 35, p=0.003) and a subthreshold PTSD/trauma control

subject-by-stimulus type interaction (F=2.70, df=4, 36, p=0.05).

There was no significant PTSD/subthreshold PTSD-by-

stimulus type interaction. The significant group-by-stimulus

type interactions,whendefininggroupasPTSDsubjectsversus

trauma control subjects, and as subthreshold PTSD subjects

versus trauma control subjects, were attributable to more

gradual linear declines in gradients in PTSD relative to trauma

control subjects (F=7.42, df=1, 38, p=0.01) and to more gradual

lineardeclines insubthresholdPTSDrelative totraumacontrol

subjects (F=4.60, df=1, 39, p=0.04), respectively.

Group effects are further detailed in Figure 1, which

displays gradients relative to hypothetical linear declines

(dotted lines) with which to visualize gradient steepness. As

shown in Figure 1, gradients for trauma control subjects

decline in a more precipitous than linear fashion, whereas

gradients for PTSD subjects decline along a more gradual,

linear slope, reflecting higher levels of behavioral general-

ization in PTSD. Figure 1 also displays the number of GS to

which generalization extended,with trauma control subjects

generalizing perceived risk only to the closest CS+ approx-

imation (GS3) and generalization in subjects with PTSD and

subthreshold PTSD extending to the third approximation

(GS1). These group differences demonstrate that those with

PTSD, relative to trauma control subjects, manifest less steep

generalization gradients, with fear responses extending to

safety cues with less danger cue similarity.

fMRI Results

Several functional regions of interest, defined using a CS+

contrast compared with a V-shaped conditioned safety cue

(vCS–) contrast, fell along either positive or negative gen-

eralizationgradients during thegeneralization test (seeTable

S3 in the online data supplement). Positive gradients reflect

strongest responding to CS+, with decreases as rings differen-

tiate from CS+. Negative gradients reflect strongest responding

to vCS–, with decreases as rings differentiate from vCS–.

Group effects. Functional regions of interest displaying both

generalization gradients and group (PTSD, versus sub-

threshold PTSD versus trauma control subjects; or PTSD

versus trauma control subjects)-by-stimulus type inter-

actions are shown in Table 1 and include the dorsomedial

prefrontal cortex, the left and right anterior insula, the

dorsolateralprefrontal cortex(Brodmann’sarea9 [BA9]), and

the left and right caudate body (positive gradients); and

the left ventral hippocampus/amygdala and the left ventral

hippocampus (negative gradients). Blood-oxygen-level-

dependent (BOLD) signal in these functional regions of in-

terest were next plotted across stimulus type for each group.

As shown inFigure2, groupdifferences in thedegreeof linear

deviation in positive gradients are remarkably consistent

across functional regions of interest. Specifically, positive

generalization gradients in trauma control subjects are

substantially steeper than linear gradients and are charac-

terized by quadratic declines as the presented stimulus de-

viates from CS+. By contrast, comparable neural gradients in

PTSD subjects, and to some degree in subthreshold PTSD

subjects, deviate little from the linear and fall along more

FIGURE 1. Generalization Results AcrossGroups for Ratings of PerceivedRisk of Shock in a Study of Neural Substrates ofOvergeneralized

Conditioned Feara

aPerceived risk of shock (0=no risk, 1=some risk, 2=high risk) was assessed during conditioned danger cues (CS+), generalization stimuli (GS3, GS2, GS1),

and conditioned safety cues (ring-shaped [oCS–] or V-shaped [vCS–]), forming a continuum of similarity between CS+ and CS–. Generalized

conditioned fearwasevidencedby themaineffectsof stimulus type ineachgroup (all pvalues,0.0001), reflectingdownwardgradientsofperceived risk

as stimuli differentiated from CS+. Dotted lines indicate hypothetical linear decreases in responding from CS+ to oCS– with which to visualize the

deviation of gradients from linearity in each group. Such deviations reflect a significantly stronger linear component in the generalization gradient of

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) subjects relative to trauma control subjects (p=0.01) and of subthreshold PTSD subjects relative to trauma control

subjects (p=0.04), indicatingmoregradual, lineardeclines indicativeofovergeneralization inPTSD.To identify thepointon thecontinuumofsimilarity at

which perceived risk ceased to generalize for each group, planned comparisons contrasting oCS– against CS+ andGS3, GS2, andGS1were computed.

Red data points signify stimulus types eliciting increased risk ratings relative to oCS– after applying Hochberg’s adjustment for multiple tests (23). In

trauma control subjects, perceived risk was elevated from oCS– to CS+ (p,0.0001) and GS3 (p,0.0001), but not GS2 (p=0.06) or GS1 (p=0.91). By

contrast, in PTSDand subthresholdPTSD subjects, perceived riskwas elevated fromoCS– toCS+ (all p values,0.0001), GS3 (all p values,0.0001),GS2
(all p values,0.0001), andGS1 (all p values#0.016). Thus,while trauma control subjects generalizedperceived risk only to onedegree of differentiation

fromCS+(i.e.,GS3), thosewithPTSDandsubthresholdPTSDgeneralized to threedegreesofdifferentiation (i.e.,GS3–GS1). Ellipsesaround the rightmost

data points highlight response slopes from CS+ to GS3 that are more gradual and linear in PTSD and subthreshold PTSD but more steep than linear in

trauma control subjects.
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gradual linear declines compared with trauma control sub-

jects. This visual assessment is supported statistically by

significant group (PTSD versus trauma control subjects)-by-

stimulus type quadratic trends in all six positive gradient

functional regions of interest with significant multivariate

group (PTSD versus trauma control subjects)-by-stimulus

type interactions (Table 1), which were driven by stronger

quadratic declines in slopes in trauma control subjects rel-

ative to PTSD subjects. That is, PTSD patients display less

steep (less quadratic) neural gradients of generalization,

indicative of overgeneralization, in the dorsomedial pre-

frontal cortex, right anterior insula, left anterior insula, right

BA9, right caudate body, and left caudate body. This was also

found in the right inferior parietal lobule, an area without

significant multivariate group-by-stimulus type interactions.

No significant group-by-stimulus type interactions were

found in functional regions of interest falling along positive

gradients when defining the group as subthreshold PTSD

versus trauma control subjects. Furthermore, as shown in

Figure 2, positive neural gradients of generalization in PTSD

often extend as far as two to three CS+ approximations (i.e.,

GS2 or GS1), while generalization in subthreshold PTSD and

trauma control subjects consistently extends only to the

closest approximation (i.e., GS3). These neural findings

demonstrate that subjects with PTSD require less danger cue

similarity to trigger fear-related brain processes and provide

further evidence of overgeneralization in PTSD.

We also found group effects for negative neural gradients,

with PTSD versus trauma control subject-by-stimulus type

interactions in the left ventral hippocampus/amygdala and in

the left ventral hippocampus (Table 1). As shown in Figure 3,

significant group differences in negative gradient shape were

drivenbyBOLDincreases fromCS+ toGS toCS– that tended to

be quadratic and more steep than linear in trauma control

subjects but more linear (or less steep than linear) in PTSD

subjects. Indeed, group(PTSDversus traumacontrol subjects)-

by-stimulus type quadratic trends indicated that quadratic

componentsofnegativegradientsweresignificantly stronger in

trauma control subjects relative to PTSD subjects in both

the left ventral hippocampus/amygdala and the left ventral

hippocampus(seeTableS3 intheonlinedatasupplement).This

findingwas alsomade in the left ventral hippocampus (p=0.01),

right ventral hippocampus (p=0.04), and right caudate head

(p=0.04) (Table 1), three areas without significant multivariate

group-by-stimulus type interactions. Contrary to predictions,

no group effects were found in the ventromedial prefrontal

cortex. Because such functional regions of interest all

responded strongest to safe stimuli (to vCS– and to a ring-

shaped conditioned safety cue [oCS–]), activations at these

loci are thought to reflect safety-related processes (e.g.,

pattern separation of GS from CS+ [ventral hippocampus]

[11], behavioral inhibition [caudate head] [24], and fear in-

hibition [ventromedial prefrontal cortex] [17]). Thus, less

steep increases in responses from CS+ to GS to CS– in the

ventral hippocampus and caudate head, found among those

with PTSD, suggest that presented stimuli require more

differentiation from CS+ before safety-related processes

come online in those with PTSD compared with those

without PTSD. This assertion was further supported by

follow-up comparisons of reactivity to CS+ compared

TABLE 1. Group Effects in Functional Regions of Interest Instantiating Positive or Negative Generalization Gradients in a Study of Neural

Substrates of Overgeneralized Conditioned Feara

Functional Region of Interest

Group by Generalization Gradient

PTSD, Subthreshold
PTSD, and Trauma
Control Subjects

PTSD and Trauma
Control Subjects

Subthreshold PTSD
and Trauma

Control Subjects

PTSD and
Subthreshold
PTSD Subjects

Wilks’s
Lambda

Quadratic
Component
of Gradient

Wilks’s
Lambda

Quadratic
Component
of Gradient

Wilks’s
Lambda

Quadratic
Component
of Gradient

Wilks’s
Lambda

Quadratic
Component
of Gradient

Positive gradients

Dorsomedial prefrontal cortex 2.62** 4.77** 2.76* 9.55** 2.01 2.00 3.29* 2.88

Right anterior insula 2.74** 8.98*** 6.62*** 27.26*** 0.90 1.92 2.74* 6.81**

Left anterior insula 1.21 4.24* 3.85** 16.42*** 0.28 0.67 1.27 3.22

Right dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex (Brodmann’s area 9)

3.81* 4.55* 4.73** 10.93** 1.17 1.97 2.41 2.36

Right caudate body 1.21 2.32 2.67* 4.90* 0.46 0.42 0.88 2.00

Left caudate body 0.79 2.07 2.74* 5.68* 0.55 0.57 0.52 1.36

Right inferior parietal lobule 0.80 1.94 1.51 4.40* 0.24 0.14 0.98 2.08

Negative gradients

Left ventral hippocampus/amygdala 1.29 5.27** 2.96* 12.63*** 1.55 6.34* 0.09 0.01

Left ventral hippocampus 1.15 2.11 2.42* 7.44** 1.22 0.89 0.42 0.90

Right ventral hippocampus 1.51 2.90 2.22 4.43* 1.72 4.21* 0.97 1.04

Right caudate head 0.74 2.82 2.16 4.49* 1.70 0.39 1.37 3.54

Ventromedial prefrontal cortex 1.91 0.78 1.35 1.71 2.84* 0.40 0.89 0.37

a Positive gradients are slopes with the strongest brain activations to a conditioned danger cue (CS+) and have gradual decreases as rings differentiate from CS+.

Negative gradients are slopes with the strongest brain activations to a V-shaped conditioned safety cue (vCS–) and have gradual decreases as rings differentiate

from vCS–. PTSD=posttraumatic stress disorder.

*p#0.05. **p#0.01. ***p#0.001.
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FIGURE 2. Group Differences in Positive Neural Gradients of Generalization in a Study of Neural Substrates of Overgeneralized

Conditioned Feara
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aBrain activations reflect functional regions of interest responding more strongly to a conditioned danger cue (CS+) compared with a V-shaped

conditioned safety cue (vCS–) (orange activations) for which the shape of positive generalization gradients depended on group status. Dotted lines

indicate hypothetical linear decreases in responding fromCS+ to a ring-shaped conditioned safety cue (oCS–) with which to visualize the deviation of

gradients from linearity in each group. Subjects with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (relative to trauma control subjects) displayed markedly less

deviation from linearity (i.e., fewer quadratic declines) in all functional regions of interest, indicating a tendency toward less steep generalization

gradients (or strongergeneralization) inveteranswithPTSD.Thisassertionwas further testedwithplannedcomparisonscontrasting levelsof reactivity to

oCS–comparedwithCS+and the three classes of generalization stimuli (GS3, GS2, andGS1) to identify thepoint on the continuumof similarity atwhich

activations in functional regions of interest cease to generalize for each group. Red data points signify stimulus types eliciting brain responses stronger

than oCS– after applying Hochberg’s adjustment formultiple comparisons at the group level for each functional region of interest. As stipulated by the

Hochberg procedure (23), specific criterion p values were a function of p values generated by each set of comparisons and ranged from p#0.0125 to

p#0.05. L=left; R=right; dmPFC=dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; BA=Brodmann’s area. Coordinates are based on the left-posterior-inferior (LPI)

system.
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against each of the other stimuli, indicating elevated safety-

related brain processes in the ventral hippocampus and

caudate head to GS with as little as one degree of CS+ dif-

ferentiation (i.e., GS3) in trauma control subjects but with

three or more degrees of differentiation in PTSD subjects,

indicating that more CS+ dissimilarity is needed before

safety processes come online in PTSD.

PTSD Symptom Severity and Strength of Generalization

Across all participants (N=61), CAPS scores were correlated

with the steepness of behavioral generalization gradients as

well as with neural gradients of generalization in the eight

functional regions of interest with significant multivariate

group-by-stimulus type interactions (Table 1). As has been

done previously, strength of generalization in behavioral and

neural measures was quantified using a linear deviation score

(25): a singlenumber capturing the steepness of generalization

gradients,with largervalues indicatingmore shallowgradients

reflectiveof strongergeneralization (see thedata supplement).

Although totalCAPS scoresdidnot significantly correlatewith

strength of behavioral generalization (r=0.15, p=0.24), after

applyingHochberg’s correction formultiple comparisons (23)

totheeightcorrelationsbetweenCAPSscoreandactivations in

functionalregionsof interest (criterionp#0.007),CAPSscores

were correlated with levels of generalization in the right

anterior insula (Figure 4; r=0.34, p=0.007), the left ventral

hippocampus/amygdala (Figure 4; r=0.36, p=0.004), and fell

short of significance in the right ventral hippocampus (r=0.24,

p=0.07), BA9 (r=0.24, p=0.06), and dorsomedial prefrontal

cortex (r=0.21, p=0.11). The extent of generalization in these

FIGURE 3. Group Differences in Negative Neural Gradients of Generalization in a Study of Neural Substrates of Overgeneralized

Conditioned Feara
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functional regions of interest thus represents promising brain

markers of severity of PTSD symptoms.

Connectivity results. Psychophysiological interaction findings

are fully detailed in Table S4 in the online data supplement.

Consistentwithpredictions, psychophysiological interaction

analyses with ventral hippocampus functional regions of

interest as seeds revealed greater generalization-related

coupling (i.e., connectivity during “all rings” . vCS–) in

PTSD relative to trauma control subjects in brain areas

associated with fear excitation: the right amygdala (seed:

right ventral hippocampus), the left anterior insula (seeds:

left ventral hippocampus/amygdala, and right ventral hip-

pocampus), the dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (seed: right

ventral hippocampus), and the right inferior parietal lobule

(seeds: left ventral hippocampus/amygdala, left ventral

hippocampus, right ventral hippocampus). Contrary to pre-

dictions, greater generalization-related coupling in PTSD

relative to trauma control subjects was also found between

the ventral hippocampus functional region of interest seeds

andbrainareasassociatedwith fear inhibition: theventromedial

prefrontal cortex (seeds: left ventral hippocampus/amygdala,

and right ventral hippocampus) and precuneus (seed: left ven-

tral hippocampus). This finding could be due to GS eliciting

more activity in fear-excitation areas in PTSD, requiring

greater hippocampal activation of fear-inhibition processes.

DISCUSSION

The present findings demonstrate overgeneralized fear

to safe stimuli resembling conditioned danger cues in PTSD

and elucidate brain substrates of this abnormality. Specifi-

cally, behavioral gradients of generalized conditioned fear in

trauma control subjects formed steep quadratic declines, the

gradient shape repeatedly found in intact animals (3) and

healthy humans (4). By contrast, individuals with PTSD and

to some degree those with subthreshold PTSD displayed

behavioral gradients characterized by more gradual linear

declines, reminiscent of gradient shapes found in panic (26)

or generalized anxiety disorder (25) and indicating height-

ened persistence (generalization) of fear as presented stimuli

differentiate from CS+. Neural results consistently mirrored

this behavioral pattern, with most functional regions of in-

terest displaying steeper, quadratic generalization gradients

in trauma control subjects but more gradual linear gradients

in PTSD subjects and, to some degree, in subthreshold PTSD

individuals, indicative of overgeneralization. This pattern of

group differences was found in brain areas coding for both

positive (left anterior insula, right anterior insula, dorso-

medial prefrontal cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [BA9],

left and right caudate, right inferior parietal lobule) and negative

generalization gradients (left ventral hippocampus/amygdala,

and right caudate head).

Many of the aforementioned neural substrates of over-

generalization in PTSD have been previously shown to

subserve human fear generalization (anterior insula [11, 16,

18–20], ventromedial prefrontal cortex [11, 18–20], ventral

hippocampus [11, 20], dorsomedial prefrontal cortex [11, 18,

19], inferior parietal lobule [11], dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

[11]), andmanyare constituents of aproposedneurobiology of

generalization (11). Central to the model is discrimination of

CS+ from resembling stimuli via hippocampally mediated

FIGURE 4. Scatterplots Displaying Significant Bivariate Relations Across All Subjects (N=61) Between Total Scores on the Clinician-

Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) and the Steepness of Positive and Negative Neural Gradients of Generalization in a Study of Neural

Substrates of Overgeneralized Conditioned Feara
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pattern separation. When faced with a new stimulus event

(i.e., a generalization stimulus) that resembles a past event

stored in memory (i.e., CS+), the hippocampus is thought to

perform a same-different determination between cortical

representations of current and past events (27, 28). With

decreasing representational overlap, the hippocampus in-

creasingly differentiates cortical representations of current

(GS) and past events (CS+) through pattern separation (9).

When the past event is fear related, such pattern separation

culminates in hippocampal activation of brain regions as-

sociated with fear inhibition (e.g., the ventromedial pre-

frontal cortex) (11). As in past generalization work (11), the

present findings document ventral hippocampus activations

falling along negative gradients, with the strongest responses

to stimuli with the least schematic match to CS+ (i.e., vCS–,

oCS–), or in other words, to stimuli most likely to elicit

pattern separation. Furthermore, past and current hippo-

campal activations are least strong to CS+ and gradually

strengthen with increasing CS+ differentiation (i.e., as pat-

tern separation becomes more appropriate). Importantly,

these negative generalization gradients in the ventral hip-

pocampuswere steep or quadratic in trauma control subjects

but were gradual or linear in PTSD and subthreshold PTSD

subjects, with significant ventral hippocampus increases

(relative to CS+) requiring at least three degrees of CS+

differentiation in PTSD and subthreshold PTSD subjects

(GS1–GS3) but only one degree in trauma control subjects

(GS3). Such results suggest deficits in hippocampally medi-

ated pattern separation inPTSD throughwhich subjectswith

PTSD or subthreshold PTSD require more CS+ dissimilarity

before generalization is blocked by such pattern separa-

tion. Further supporting the relationship between PTSD and

ventral hippocampus gradient shape was the correlation

between CAPS scores and steepness of ventral hippocampus

gradients, implicating levels of generalization in the ventral

hippocampus as a promising brain marker of PTSD symptom

severity.

The less steep ventral hippocampus gradients in PTSD

described above were expected to be accompanied by less

steep ventromedial prefrontal cortex gradients in PTSD,

given the proposed positive relationship between hippo-

campally mediated pattern separation and activations in the

ventromedial prefrontal cortex (11). Although negative gra-

dients in the ventral hippocampusweremirroredby similarly

shaped negative gradients in the ventromedial prefrontal

cortex, no group differences in the shape of the ventrome-

dial prefrontal cortex emerged. Furthermore, functional

connectivity between the ventral hippocampus and the

ventromedial prefrontal cortexdifferedacross groupsbut in a

direction opposite to what was predicted. PTSD showed

stronger coupling of the ventral hippocampus and ventro-

medial prefrontal cortex during GS compared with vCS–,

suggesting that hippocampally mediated pattern separation

actually activated fear inhibition mediated by the ventro-

medial prefrontal cortex during GS (relative to vCS–) to a

greater extent in subjects with PTSD, which should culminate

in less fear to GS in PTSD. However, this connectivity finding

is consistent with overgeneralization in PTSD if it is inter-

preted as being driven by overly strong fear reactivity to GS in

PTSD, which then necessitates more connectivity between

the ventral hippocampus and ventromedial prefrontal cortex

to (perhaps unsuccessfully) attempt inhibition of the height-

ened fear to GS.

In addition to hippocampal activation of areas of fear

inhibition in the brain (ventromedial prefrontal cortex)

commensurate with the dissimilarity of a given generaliza-

tion stimulus from CS+, our generalization model proposes

separate hippocampal areas (i.e., the CA3 subregion) that

activate fear-excitation areas commensurate with the degree

of similarity (29). That is, greater schematicmatches between

a given generalization stimulus and the previously encoun-

tered CS+ should increase the likelihood of hippocampally

mediated pattern completion (30), resulting in activation of

the total pattern of brain activity subserving CS+, including

fear-excitation brain areas. Although no observed hippo-

campal activation showed positive gradients reflective of

pattern completion, GS with stronger schematic matches to

CS+ resulted in stronger activation of such brain areas as-

sociated with fear excitation as the left and right anterior

insula (13, 14), dorsomedial prefrontal cortex (13–15), and

inferior parietal lobule (14). Importantly, generalization

gradients in these fear-excitation areas were consistently

less steep in PTSD subjects relative to trauma control sub-

jects, implicating these regions as neural substrates of PTSD-

related overgeneralization. Further supporting this assertion

were the observed correlations between PTSD symptom

severity and gradient steepness in the right anterior insula

and approaching significance in the dorsomedial prefrontal

cortex. Finally, psychophysiological interaction results in-

dicated a ventral hippocampus contribution to group effects

in these and other fear-excitation brain loci, with PTSD

subjects showinggreater functional connectivity than trauma

control subjects between the ventral hippocampus and an-

terior insula, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal

lobule, and amygdala during GS compared with vCS–. Such

results provide some evidence for the predicted increases in

hippocampal connectivity to fear-related brain areas during

stimuli resembling CS+.

Our results also link PTSD-related overgeneralization to

brain regions not included in the model: the dorsolateral

prefrontal cortex (BA9) and caudate nucleus. Because lateral

portionsofBA9havebeenshowntocode for cognitivecontrol

of emotion (31), BA9 activations may reflect subjects’ at-

tempts to cognitively down-regulate fear evoked by CS+ or

GS. Thus, greater generalization instantiated in BA9 among

those with PTSD may indicate a more persistent need

for cognitive control of fear as the presented stimulus dif-

ferentiates from CS+. The caudate body has been found

to subserve motivated behavior including anxiety-driven

avoidance (32, 33). Although behavioral avoidance of shock

was not possible in this study, subjects may have felt the

impulse to avoid when exposed to CS+ or resembling GS.
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Thus, group effects in the caudate body may reflect greater

generalization of the impulse to avoid among those with

PTSD.

One unexpected finding was the absence of a correlation

between PTSD symptom severity and behavioral general-

ization. Although this correlation was in the expected di-

rection, it was not significant. Thus, while both PTSD and

subthreshold PTSD groups showed heightened behavioral

generalization, when measuring PTSD symptoms continu-

ously, the relation between PTSD symptoms and general-

izationwasnot significant.Onepossibility for this occurrence

is that our study was sufficiently powered to identify group

differences in behavioral generalization but was under-

powered for assessing relations between continuous symp-

tom severity and behavioral generalization.

Treatment Implications

The link between PTSD and overgeneralization prescribes a

therapeutic focus on reducing fear to benign stimulus events

resembling features of the traumatic encounter, in addition to

the actual features of the trauma. Specifically, exposure

treatments might focus on reducing fear reactivity to both

stimuli associatedwith the traumaand stimuli approximating

those associatedwith the trauma.This could bedone through

in vivo systematic desensitization using a hierarchy of feared

stimuli, with exposures to stimuli resembling the feared

stimulus added at each level of the hierarchy. In addition,

patients could undergo discrimination training, whereby

they learn to differentiate trauma cues indicative of genuine

danger from benign cues with inconsequential resemblance

to the trauma.

Forpatientswithrefractorysymptoms, this“generalization-

focused” exposure could potentially be enhanced pharmaco-

logically in at least one of twoways. First, studies in humans

and lower mammals suggest that conditioning-dependent

retuning of sensory representations of the conditioned

danger cue toward resembling stimuli leads to over-

generalization by rendering perceptual discrimination of

the danger cue from its approximations more difficult (34,

35). This conditioning-dependent effect has been tightly

linked to the cholinergic system (35, 36). Consequently,

medications with anticholinergic properties (e.g., scopolamine)

given just prior to sessions of generalization-focused exposure

therapy may enhance the therapeutic efficacy of this ex-

posure treatment by facilitating improved sensory dis-

crimination of feared stimuli from their approximations

during discrimination training.

Second, findings in lower mammals demonstrate that

pretraining administration of D-cycloserine, a partial ago-

nist at the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor, reduces gener-

alization of Pavlovian fear by enhancing an organism’s

ability to discriminate conditioned danger cues from re-

sembling conditioned safety cues (37, 38). Given findings

that D-cycloserine strengthens acquisition of aversive

conditioning (39), D-cycloserine may enhance conditioned

discrimination by strengthening the accuracy of learning,

with a resulting decrease in generalization errors. Thus,

D-cycloserine has the potential to strengthen the corrective

learning acquired during generalization-focused exposure

therapy (i.e., reduced generalization) by both enhancing fear

reduction to benign stimuli resembling feared stimuli and

strengthening discrimination learning. Although these novel

pharmacologically enhanced exposure treatments are, at this

point, speculative, the feasibility of these treatment ap-

proaches is supported by the fact that both scopolamine and

D-cycloserine are safe for human use.

In conclusion, these results represent the first demon-

stration of overgeneralized fear conditioning in PTSD using

generalization gradients, the gold standard for systematic

assessments of stimulus generalization. Patterns of over-

generalization in PTSD were highly consistent across be-

havioral measures and a host of generalization-coding neural

activations (the left and right anterior insula, dorsomedial

prefrontal cortex, right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, left

ventral hippocampus, left and right caudate body, right

caudatehead). Specifically, behavioral andneural gradients in

PTSD subjects relative to trauma control subjects were

uniformly characterized by more gradual linear generaliza-

tion gradients indicative of greater persistence of fear as the

presented stimulus differentiated from CS+. Furthermore,

PTSD symptom severity was positively correlated with

strength of generalization at two of these neural loci (the

right anterior insula and left ventral hippocampus). The

present results validate theapplied translationalparadigmfor

behavioral and neural assessments of trauma-related ab-

normalities in conditioned fear generalization and support

the development of novel interventions for PTSD that aim to

reduce levels of generalized conditioned fear. Longitudinal

work is needed to determine whether PTSD-related abnor-

malities in generalization predate the onset of PTSD and

contribute toward its development or reflect ongoing disease

processes of the disorder.
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